
All three species of 
woodpeckers have been found 
here including the elusive and 
rare lesser spotted, although 
you will more commonly find 
the great spotted woodpecker. 

Many birds breed here, from 
nuthatch to the non-native 
but beautiful mandarin.

Come June common spotted 
orchids are in brilliant bloom 
and the scent of meadowsweet 
is carried on the breeze.

Butterflies including peacock 
and red admiral feed on the 
wildflowers, and dragon and 
damselflies patrol the water.

In autumn the woodland is 
a riot of colour as the birch, 
oak, rowan and ash leaves turn to rusty 
tones. On the dead wood, fungi is prolific 
– see birch polypores in abundance.

On the ground the brilliant green of hart’s-tongue fern 
and Sphagnum mosses brighten up the woodland floor.

Oak leaves and acorn

Grey heron

Nuthatch

Meadowsweet

Marsh marigolds

Hart’s-tongue fern

Siskins flit between the 
alder trees feeding on their 
cones, whilst fieldfares and 
redwings make a winter visit.

The pond is croaking in spring 
as frogs lay their spawn whilst 
a grey heron looks on. Marsh 
marigolds provide a brilliant 
flash of colour in boggy areas 
and bluebells adorn the 
woodland floor. 
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Yorkshire Wildlife Trust 
is a local charity working 
to protect and conserve 
Yorkshire’s wild places and 
wildlife for all to enjoy.

We care for over 95 nature 
reserves throughout 
the county and run 
loads of events so that 
everyone can get out and 
experience wild Yorkshire 
for themselves.

It is thanks to the fantastic 
support of our members, 
volunteers and supporters 
that we are able to continue 
with this work.

Why not join us?
Joining is easy! For a small amount 
a month you can support Yorkshire’s 
wildlife and wild places and get 
involved with loads of activities and 
events. Visit www.ywt.org.uk or call 
01904 659570. 

Opening times
Open all year round. Enjoy the nature reserve by 
following the footpath. Take care when visiting as 
in places the ground can be uneven and boggy.

Help us look after Yorkshire’s wildlife
No dogs or bikes please, they can disturb 
and harm our wonderful wildlife.

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust is registered in England No. 409650 and is a registered charity No. 210807

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR  
at Adel Dam Nature Reserve

Fox

Common frogs and frogspawn

Mandarin

A quiet day might bring out 
the more timid creatures 
including roe deer and 
foxes, whilst on the lake 
teal and goosander may be 
seen amongst others found 
on the water.
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Just a stone’s throw away from the urban centre of Leeds, 
Adel Dam Nature Reserve offers visitors the chance of 
a peaceful walk surrounded by some of Yorkshire’s best 
wildlife. Having emerged from a centuries-old working 
dam the water here attracts many birds including ducks 
and moorhens, whilst the woodland is home to birds from 
tiny warblers up to red kites. Yorkshire Wildlife Trust manages the site in a way that 

aims to maximise its diversity, encouraging as great a 
number of appropriate species as possible. 

Work undertaken to achieve this includes cutting some of 
the established willow around the edge of the lake, so that 
there is always young willow present. The Trust also works 
to increase the reed bed habitat in the lake margins to 
encourage more reed bed species. Open spaces are created 
in the woodland by felling 
a small number of trees to 
encourage birds and insects, 
whilst in the open water 
levels are managed to allow 
waterfowl to breed on site. 

Finally access paths are 
maintained to try and ensure 
a pleasurable visit by those 
who come to the site.

Marsh plants bestow plenty of colour during the spring and 
summer, with forget-me-not, purple loosestrife and marsh 
marigolds providing nectar for the insects, including several 

species of butterflies. 
Later in the year fungi 
can be found flourishing.

The site’s past as a 
Victorian garden is evident 
from the mix of native and 
exotic trees that are found 
growing here. With a total 
of 36 tree species in all, 
visitors will find native oak, 
rowan and birch growing 
under introduced species 
such as Scots and Corsican 
pine, beech and sycamore. 
This leafy paradise is 
covered by a carpet of moss 
in the swampier areas, 
whilst in the drier areas 
flowers such as bluebells and 
lesser celandine spring up 
come May.

There are two main types of woodland found 
here, mixed dry in which introduced beech 
and sycamore grow and swamp which is 
dominated by alder, birch and willow.

Photography credits: Cover image, Grey heron 
and Red kite – Elliott Neep (Neepimages.com). 
Common frogs and frogspawn – Martin Batt. 
Marsh marigolds – Zsuzsanna Bird. Nuthatch, 
Meadowsweet and Managed woodland and 
footpaths – Jim Horsfall. Mandarin – Trevor Peel. 
Oak leaf and acorn – Philip Precey. Hart’s-tongue 
fern – Paul Lane. Siskin – Tom Marshall.  
Fox – David Hall. A carpet of bluebells, 
Maintained open water and View from Marsh 
Hide – Joanna Richards. Fieldfare – Bob Coyle. 
Kingfisher – Kevin Agar, www.kevinagar.co.uk. 
Working on the footpaths – Caroline Comins.
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A carpet of bluebells
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LOOKING AFTER 
Adel Dam Nature Reserve

A footpath winds you 
round this tranquil site 
in a large loop, with a 
boardwalk in some of 
the boggier areas to 
make walking round a 
little bit easier. However 
those unsure on their 
feet might want to avoid 
the more rugged areas 
on from Marsh Hide.

Two viewing hides 
provide the perfect 
vantage points for 
watching Adel Dam’s fantastic 
wildlife – if you are patient you 
may even see a kingfisher from 
Lake Hide. 

The Marsh Hide provides good 
close up views of the birds 
using the pond and bird feeders.

Kingfisher

Kingfishers are frequently seen around the pond and lake – spend a quiet hour in one of the hides for a chance of seeing them.

Whilst the grey heron might 
be a regular visitor there 
have been one-off visits from 
some of its cousins including 
a squacco heron in 1969 and 
a purple heron in 1970.

Working on the footpaths

Much of the general maintenance work 
here is carried out by a dedicated 

group of volunteers.

FACILITIES  
at Adel Dam

Next door in Golden Acre 
Park visitors can find both 
toilets and a café. There 
is a covered information 
area at the entrance of 
the nature reserve.
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TIMELINE
Pre 400AD

Evidence of 
a Roman 

settlement 
in the Adel 

area

Medieval corn mill 
is in operation 

nearby, ownership 
of which was in 
dispute for over 

50 years

The site is 
noted for 
its special 
ecology

Adel Dam is at this time 
a private ‘pleasure’ garden 
and arboretum – like many 
past Victorian gardens it 
has a mixture of exotic 
and native plant species
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Adel Dam is 
created to 

provide water 
for powering the 
Adel Corn Mill

1968AD

Adel Dam becomes 
a nature reserve, 

developed by 
Yorkshire Wildlife 

Trust and the Leeds 
Birdwatchers’ Club

1986AD

Yorkshire 
Wildlife 
Trust 

take over 
ownership of 

the site

Don’t forget to look up!
Several birds of prey frequent 

the site including sparrowhawk, 
red kites and buzzards.
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